
A Lesson for Thomas

_ _ _ _ _ _ ,  _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _   _ _ ,  _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _    

_ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _   _ _ _ _ ,   

_ _ _   _ _ _   

_ _ _ _   

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .   

Write the letter that comes between the two letters to find out what Jesus said to a doubtful 
Thomas.

SU   GI   NP  LN   ZB   RT          AC  DF  BD   ZB  TV   RT   DF       SU  GI    NP  TV          GI   ZB   RT   SU

RT   DF   DF  MO      LN   DF          SU  GI   NP   TV       GI    ZB  RT   SU

AC   DF  KM  HJ   DF  UW  DF   CE       AC  KM  DF   RT   RT  DF   CE         ZB   QS   DF

SU   GI   DF   XZ       SU  GI    ZB  SU        GI   ZB  UW  DF       MO  NP  SU       RT   DF  DF   MO

ZB  MO  CE       XZ   DF  SU

GI   ZB  UW  DF

AC   DF  KM  HJ   DF  UW  DF  CE

In the Gospel of John, Jesus appears in a closed room to a group of his disciples. Another 
disciple, Thomas, is not in the room when Jesus appears. When his fellow disciples tell him 
about their experience, Thomas says he needs proof it is Jesus. He wants to see the marks left 
from the crucifixion in order to believe Jesus has appeared.

Eight days later, Jesus appears to his disciples in a closed room again. This time Thomas is 
there!
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Divine Mercy Prayer 

Make the Sign of the Cross; if you’re using rosary beads, this would be on the crucifix. 
Optionally, pray the following prayers: 

You expired, Jesus, but the source of life gushed forth for souls, and the ocean of mercy 
opened up for the whole world. O Fount of Life, unfathomable Divine Mercy, envelop the 

whole world and empty Yourself out upon us. 

Another optional prayer, said three times, is: 

O Blood and Water, which gushed forth from the Heart of Jesus as a fountain of Mercy 
for us, I trust in You! 

Then say the Lord’s Prayer (Our Father), the Hail Mary (once), and the Apostles’ Creed. 

For each of the five sets of beads, on the large bead, say: 

ETERNAL FATHER, I offer you the body and blood, soul and divinity of your dearly 
beloved Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, in atonement for our sins and those of the whole 

world. 

On each of the ten smaller beads, say: 

For the sake of his sorrowful passion, 
have mercy on us and on the whole world. 

After reciting this set of prayers five times (on all five decades), conclude by saying the 
following prayer three times: 

 Holy God, Holy Mighty One, Holy Immortal One,  
have mercy on us and on the whole world. 

End by making the Sign of the Cross. 
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